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ABSTRACT

Continuous hand gesture recognition requires the detection
of gestures in a video stream and their classification. In this
paper two continuous recognition solutions using Hidden-
Markov-Models (HMMs) are compared. The first approach
uses a motion detection algorithm to isolate gesture candi-
dates followed by a HMM recognition step. The second ap-
proach is a single-stage, HMM-based spotting method im-
proved by a new implicit duration modeling. Both strategies
have been tested on continuous video data containing 41 dif-
ferent types of gestures embedded in random motion. The
data has been derived from usability experiments with an
application providing a realistic visual dialog scenario. The
results show that the improved spotting method in contrast
to the motion detection approach can successfully suppress
random motion providing excellent recognition results.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gestures are an efficient communication modality in many
everyday situations. To study and optimize the possible use
of gestures in human-machine interaction a visual dialog
system, which is exclusively controled by gestural com-
mands, has been developed (see fig. 1 and sec. 2). The
central task of the system is the temporal segmentation and
classification of image sequences.

Since the HMM-based recognition of isolated image se-
quences works satisfactorily (e. g. see in [1, 4, 5, 8, 9]), it
suggests itself to add an independent motion detection to
achieve the temporal segmentation. The advantage of this
first approach is the low additional computational cost of
the implemented detection which is based on the image fea-
tures (see sec. 3.2). Since, of course, any kind of motion is
detected, the efficiency of this approach can only be mea-
sured in a realistic dialog scenario (see secs. 2 and 4).

The second approach is an integrated, HMM-based spot-
ting method which was introduced in [6]. Tests using syn-
thetically connected gesture material out of a small size cat-
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Figure 1: System overview

alog proved the ability to ignore non-meaningful and to in-
dicate meaningful movements [7]. For the first time, the
newly improved spotting algorithm (see sec. 3.3) has been
applied to true continuous video data and tested against the
above two-stage solution (see sec. 6).

2. THE VISUAL DIALOG APPLICATION

The used visual dialog application is a gesture controled
3-D scene editor. The editor allows to create three-dimen-
sional objects, to change their position and orientation, and
to destroy them. Certain object attributes, like color and
size, can be varied. Finally, the orientation and the observa-
tion distance of the whole scene can be changed.

The objects in the scene editor are manipulated indi-
rectly: the editor contains a graphically represented agent
which is supposed to be the communication partner. This
agent receives gestural directives from the user, interprets
them, and carries out the desired actions to a certain ex-
tent independently. These actions and the internal state of
the application are represented by graphical animations and
appearance changes. Complex or abstract actions, like gen-



erating and destroying objects or changing their attributes,
are assigned to graphical objects in the scene. As a conse-
quence, those actions can be consistently selected and
grabbed like any other scene object.

3. DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHMS

3.1. Spatial segmentation and feature extraction

Previous tests showed that the hand shape provides enough
information to distinguish image sequences [6, 7]. The hand
shape is obtained using a segmentation method trained on
skin color. The segmented binary images are transformed
into Hu moment invariants (HMIs) [2]. The HMIs hi� t up
to order H, the differences of the HMIs of successive im-
ages Δhi� t , the difference of the shape areas ΔAt and of the
centers of mass �Δ x̄t �Δȳt� form a feature vector vt at time t:

vt � �v1� t �v2� t � � � � �v2NH�3� t �
T

� �ΔAt �Δ x̄t �Δȳt �

h1� t � � � � �hNH � t �Δh1� t � � � � �ΔhNH � t �
T
� (1)

The mean value µvi and standard deviation σvi of the feature
vector elements vi� t are used to calculate an unbiased and
normalized feature vector v�t with comparable elements:

v �i� t �
vi� t �µvi

σvi

� (2)

The feature vector v�t is the basis of the motion detection, the
isolated recognition and the continuous spotting process.

3.2. Approach 1: motion detection and HMM-based
isolated recognition

The differential feature vector elements v�i� t reflect motion
or shape changes in the image sequence. The absolute value
of a feature vector built from these differential elements is
defined as the motion value of the image sequence at time t:

mt �
q

ΔA�2
t �Δ x̄ �2t �Δȳ �2t �Δh�21� t � � � ��Δh�2NH � t � (3)

To indicate the begin tb of a coherent segment of motion,
this motion value has to be above a certain motion threshold
mthres for the next τbmin subsequent images of the sequence.
The end of a motion segment te is reached if the motion
value stays below the threshold mthres for at least the fol-
lowing τemin images. This is necessary since many gestures
contain short motion pauses at turning points. A minimum
total length of the motion segment τlmin and a minimum dis-
tance to the last detected motion τdmin help to find only mo-
tion segments that are possible gesture candidates.

Semi-continuous, left-to-right structured HMMs were
used to classify the motion segments. The specific prob-
ability density functions Fsi� t � log fsi�v

�

t � in the states si,

i � 1� � � � �N of the HMMs are defined by a codebook of
L mixture density functions (or prototypes) calculated for
the whole training data. The transition probabilities Asj �si �
logas j �si describe the sequence of states.

Training and recognition are based on the Viterbi algo-
rithm [3]. It recursively accumulates and maximizes the so
called local score Dsi� t for every HMM state:

Dsi� t � max
j
�Dsj� t�1 �Asj �si ��Fsi� t � (4)

To classify a motion segment, the score accumulation starts

at time tb and results in the final score D�λi�
sN � te in the last

state of the respective models λi at the end of a detected
motion. A final maximum likelihood decision provides the
best matching model λi. As a result, a gestural meaning is
assigned to every detected motion segment.

3.3. Approach 2: HMM-based spotting

To spot gestures in a continuous video stream, the features
are fed into the HMMs at every time step. To prevent the
output score DsN � t from increasing or decreasing perma-
nently, the local scores have to be normalized to its respec-
tive Viterbi path lengths [6, 7]. For that reason, the local
path lengths Lsi� t are stored along with the local scores, and
a normalized Viterbi algorithm is formulated:

Dsi� t � max
j

�
Dsj� t�1 �Ls j� t�1 �Asj�si �Fsi� t

Ls j � t�1 �1

�
�

Lsi� t � Lsk� t�1 �1 with k � index of best sj. (5)

Several methods to trigger new paths in the first state s1 have
been examined [7]. Optimal results are obtained if a new
path with the length Ls1� t � 1 starts permanently. The output
score of the respective model will start to increase if an ap-
propriate gesture appears; it will decrease after the gesture
has ended. Consequently, peaks in the output score indicate
the possible end of a gesture.

A smoothing process and several peak detection rules
are necessary for a reliable peak detection requiring the fol-
lowing variables [7]: τsb and τse define the smoothing in-
terval, τpb and τpe the peak detection interval. A relative
rejection threshold Srel, based on the model dependent ab-
solute maximum and minimum output scores, and a mini-
mum temporal peak distance tdist help to suppress irrelevant
peaks.

The local path length can be manipulated allowing a
simple duration modeling. Given the estimated average du-
ration [3] of the whole HMM as1:

d̄ �
N

∑
i�1

d̄si �
N

N�1

N�1

∑
i�1

1
1�aii

� (6)

1The approximation in eq. (6) is necessary since in a left-to-right model
the transition probability of the last state is always 1.



functional category number of variations

displace 23
rotate 4
tilt 2
change size 4
stop 2
release 3
point 1
trigger action 2

41

Table 1: Gesture catalog

a new normalization length function can be defined as:

L�si� t �

�
Lsi� t for Lsi� t � d̄
v � �Lsi� t � d̄�� d̄ for Lsi� t � d̄

� (7)

As a result, Viterbi paths are artificially “extended” if they
are longer than the average model duration and if the nor-
malization function parameter v is greater than 1. This indi-
rectly helps shorter Viterbi paths to grow since the score of
longer paths is reduced. The normalization length function
can diminish the error rate significantly (see sec. 6).

4. “WIZARD OF OZ” EXPERIMENTS AND TEST
DATA DESCRIPTION

The 3-D scene editor (see sec. 2) was tested in “Wizard of
Oz” experiments employing a human “wizard” to recognize
the gestures and to control the scene editor remotely. During
the experiments the test persons invented over 60 different
gestures to operate the editor. The 41 most frequently used
gestures have been selected forming a catalog which is the
basis of all the following tests (see table 1).

All the training and test material is contained in a con-
tinuous video sequence 46 minutes in length containing ges-
tures of a single person. The motion JPEG compressed ver-
sion of the video takes about 2 Gigabyte of disk space and
contains noninterlaced images at a rate of 50 fields per sec-
ond. The image size after the color segmentation process
(see sec. 3.1) is 360� 288 pixels. The camera was mounted
above the table observing the desk area between the user and
the monitor. The area was large enough to perform gestures
using either one or two hands.

The video contains each of the 41 gestures at least 41
and at most 64 times. Beginning and end of the gestures
were labeled by hand allowing to train the models and to
evaluate the recognition process. 26 versions of each ges-
ture were cut out and used to train the models with iso-
lated gestures. The recognition was made on the whole con-
tinuous data consequently containing about 50 % gestures
known from training and 50 % unknown gestures.

5. EVALUATION CRITERIA AND PARAMETER
SETTINGS

A motion segment that reaches from time tb to te is consid-
ered as correctly detected if it lies within a detection interval
of �50 images around a manually labeled gesture. This in-
terval is chosen very large to be sure to obtain any gesture
candidate for the subsequent classification. The detection
rate rd is the “ratio of correctly detected motion segments
to the total number of valid gestures”. The false detected
rate fd represents the relative number of wrongly detected
motion segments. The multiple detection rate rd�mult is the
relative number of motion segments that are repeatedly as-
signed to one gesture.

Similar to the above definition, a gesture that ends at
time tg is defined as correctly recognized if the system in-
dicates it at a time tp2 that lies within an interval of �50
images around tg. The temporal recognition delay is td �
tp � tg. The recognition rate r is the “ratio of correctly
recognized gestures to the total number of valid gestures”.
The multiple recognition rate rmult measures correctly but
repeatedly recognized gestures. t̄d is the average recogni-
tion delay of correctly recognized gestures. The false ac-
cept rate f is measured in fa/kg/h = “number of wrongly
accepted gestures/number of key gestures/hour”3.

The HMM and spotting parameters have been exten-
sively varied to empirically find the optimal recognition re-
sults. These optimal parameters are the same in all the re-
sult tables 2–4: maximum order of HMIs H � 2, smoothing
interval parameters τsb � 30 and τse � 0, peak detection in-
terval parameters τpb � 10 and τpe � 1, minimum temporal
peak distance tdist � 10, number of HMM states for isolated
recognition N � 5 and for spotting N � 15.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1. Motion detection and isolated recognition

The motion detection parameters (see sec. 3.2) were deter-
mined by a numerical optimization process. Three different
optimization strategies M1–M3 were used: M1 is empha-
sizing a maximum rd, M2 a maximum rd combined with
a minimum rd�mult, and M3 a minimum rd�mult (see table
2). The appropriate detection results demonstrate that more
than 90 % of the possible gestures can only be detected if a
high multiple detection rate is tolerated (see table 2, M1).

The classification results of the motion segments prove
that a high multiple detection rate results in a high false
recognition rate: obviously many motion segments are non-
meaningful and cannot be correctly recognized (see
table 3).

2tp � te for motion detected gestures.
3The number of different key gestures is 41 (see table 1).



τbmin/ τlmin/mthres τemin τdmin
rd fd rd�mult

M1 0.670 3/3 6/4 91.64 4.98 36.24
M2 0.700 3/5 6/3 88.21 4.72 25.75
M3 0.391 6/2 14/5 74.51 3.01 7.06

Table 2: Optimal setting of motion detection parameters
mthres, τbmin, τemin, τlmin, and τdmin) and detection results
(rd, fd, and rd�mult) using optimization strategies M1–M3

r f rmult t̄d
M1 82.29 24.70 9.87 -1.15
M2 80.17 18.20 7.32 -2.02
M3 56.70 15.60 1.82 -1.82

Srel � ∞ 95.48 24.73 0.26 18.18SP
Srel � 0�0266 90.03 11.38 0.21 18.33

Table 3: Recognition results (r, f , rmult, and t̄d) based on
motion detection (parameter settings M1–M3: L � 256,
N � 5) and based on spotting (SP: L� 256, v� 1�0, N � 15)

6.2. Spotting

If spotting is used instead of motion detection and isolated
recognition, the recognition rate is more than 13 % higher at
the same false accept rate (see table 3). The remaining mul-
tiple detection rate of 0.26 % demonstrates that the spotting
method is hardly disturbed by random motion that is close
to the actual gestures. Applying a score threshold, the false
accept rate can be even halved at an acceptable recognition
rate of 90 %. The recognition delay of about 18 images cor-
responds to a system reaction time of 0.36 seconds which is
insignificant for a visual dialog application.

The spotting results can even be improved if the nor-
malization function parameter v is raised (see eq. (7) and
table 4). Increasing v without using a rejection threshold, di-
minishes the false accept rate significantly (more than 40 %)
while the recognition rate is only reduced slightly (less than
4 %). At a constant recognition rate of 90 % the false accept
rate can still be improved by 13 %.

7. CONCLUSION

A one-stage and a two-stage approach to continuous hand
gesture recognition were compared. A realistic visual dia-
log scenario provided video data containing a typical mix-
ture of meaningful und non-meaningful motion and a cat-
alog of 41 different gestures. The results proved that the
one-stage HMM-based spotting method is far superior to
the straight-forward, two-stage algorihm that combines an
independent motion detection with an isolated HMM recog-
nition. The spotting could be further improved introducing
a new implicit duration modeling.

v
1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0

r 96.73 96.11 95.59 92.94
f 24.41 20.48 17.44 14.01Srel � ∞

rmult 0.36 0.42 0.42 0.36
t̄d 18.19 18.34 18.44 18.67

f 9.89 9.32 8.59 9.86
rmult 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.21r � 90

t̄d 18.38 18.52 18.61 18.78
Srel 0.0229 0.0230 0.0225 0.0277

Table 4: Recognition results based on spotting (r, f , rmult,
and t̄d) for different v and Srel (N � 15, L � 512)
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